Ref No: ECL/CS/27 (2-5)/12th of 2018/1 dated 25.08.2018

Dear Sir,

In response to the subject cited above and to the reference of letter dated 25.08.2018, it is stated that a separate page has been developed and implemented in CoalNet through which user can enter reference number and date of Approval of the Competent Authority and reason for delay against Sales Order. Once entered full 45(forty five) days of lifting will be allotted from the date of Printing against the concerned Sale Order.

Further, Additional Flag (Y/N) against given text “Validity period 45 days from Print date” has been implemented in CoalNet. In case of putting “Y” the Sale Order would be earmarked for getting full validity of 45 days from the date of printing.

This is for your kind information.

Yours faithfully,

(S. Ghosh)
HOD, ECL, Kolkata.